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FROM THE SAFETY LINE
TO POVERTY LINE ?
In less than a year, migrant workers
have been killed on more than 100 on
roads as a result of the central and state
governments announcing a lockdown
to protect them from the corona
epidemic.
According to the community
report in 2019, there were an average
of 36.4 crore poor people in the
country. This is 28 percent of the total
population. The number of poor
people has risen sharply due to the
corona. According to the PU Research
Center, many of the middle class have
fallen below the poverty line. "Once
again, the threat of a lockdown has
frightened people. According to the
review, if the nationwide lockdown
occurs again, the growth rate could
fall by two percent. The recovery of
the Indian economy, which has been
weakened by the effects of the deadly
epidemic, has been slow. Slow growth
line. Livelihoods are at stake during
the corona period, earnings are at
stake. The second wave...
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THE TRAGIC PICTURE OF HUNGER !

Child eating from leftover food !
‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review
Not in Odisha or India, five years
ago the whole world saw a picture of
poverty in Nagda, near Sukinda, rich
in mineral resources. Recently, a
similar picture of poverty was found
in Dadugoth Sahi of Ganua Sunapasi
in Malda Panchayat under Koida
block of Sundargarh district, which is
rich in minerals.
According to the findings, the
picture of hunger is like a chest
shake. To fill the stomach, a small
child is licking the leafy leaves that
fall off after an outdoor party. One
such video has gone viral on social
media. This is the case in the Ganua
mining area of ??Malda panchayat
under Koida block of Sundargarh
district. Some people ate and drank
here and left empty-handed. The
child was found to be licking the leaf.

According to sources, Ravan
Munda, a resident of Tadugoth Pada or
Sahi, is survived by his three children,
Rajan Munda, Malati Munda and
Manoranjan Munda. Three children
have been malnourished due to lack of

proper food. Due to the children’s
mother being no more in the world,
Ravana leaves her 3 children at home
for work. And in the throes of starvation,
the youngest son was spotted licking
leftover meal plate. Such poverty and
malnutrition in the family of Ravan is
not limited to the image of children
suffering from malnutrition, a sign of
government neglect in the village. The
majority of women and children in the
village are malnourished. According to
the village, children do not get
Anganwadi Chhatua, other government
poverty alleviation schemes and
nutritious food supply schemes are
inaccessible here. "The government is
moving forward," he said. But the real
truth is that after Nagda, it was found in
Dadugoth Sahi or Pada under Koida
block of Sundargarh.

THE ABUNDANT KENDUJHAR TODAY IS DEVOID OF GLORY
‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review
The mining capital of the country
and the state would not be an
exaggeration to Kendujhar district.
According to a survey, 38 per cent of
the iron ore mines in the country are
available in Kendujhar district alone,
not to mention the state. Ninety per
cent of the iron ore is reported to be
going abroad from the Koida area
along the Kendujhar and Kendujhar
border. There was no sign of a mine
closure in Kendujhar district when the
whole world was on the brink of an
epidemic like Corona. Excavations
have been carried out day and night to
show that the law is unifying the
religion. No one has ever seen the
image of a single citizen being
observed in the field of mining under
constitutional law. The mine-affected
areas of the entire district are in a state
of disrepair. No one listened, even after

complaining. With the exception of
Chief Minister Mohan Charan Majhi,
six of the six MLAs have never dared
to speak out. On April 5, the District

Press Forum called for the
establishment of a mega steel plant in
Kendujhar, with the consent and
cooperation of all political parties.

However, with the exception of BJP
MLA Mohan Charan Majhi, five other
BJD MLAs and BJP MPs did not attend
the rally, which has caused a stir in the
district. It is alleged that the ambassador
provided the information to Hussein. In
any case, the district is now united in
the interests of the district, while the
non-Odia secretary is expected to be
raised by the legislature. As a result, the
district is in a state of disrepair today.
The district attorney's office said in a
statement that it had not heard from
anyone. And all this has become even
worse since the incident of Pradeep
Panigrahi. All of this is well-suited to
government officials, while public
representatives are almost speechless
due to the highs. Kendujhar district
commissioner Ashish Thackeray has
also been using the mahogany a lot.
The district has ...
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WHEN IS THE END OF THE FLOODS IN MARASAHI VILLAGE ?
Mayurbhanj (Bureau): Villagers get
a drop of water if tube wells are allowed. We have a reason to say that.
This is because the tube well closes for
15 minutes to half an hour after only 4
to 8 gallons of water comes out. Villagers lined up near the tube wells in
the heat of the day. We are talking about
the water logging of the Marasahi villagers in the middle of the Kaptipada
block.
More than 50 families live in the village. The village has had a problem
with drinking water for many years. To
address the drinking water problem, a
block of wells was dug in the village a
year ago today. This is because water
has not dropped from the day the well
was dug. As a result, the villagers

walked two kilometres to another
nearby village to collect drinking water. There is a long line to get there. This
is because if the tube well is allowed,

water will come out of it. Once the
water is out, 5 to 6 gallons of water is
filled and the water in the tube well is
stopped. After half an hour, water

comes out of the tube well. In addition,
the water that comes out of the tube
well is not potable. This is because the
water is contaminated and the waste
water comes out. However, the villagers do not have access to safe drinking
water, so the villagers are forced to use
the water as drinking water.
We approached the Kaptipada video
to inquire about the villagers' plight.
The video promises to provide drinking water to the village soon. So while
the government is planning to supply
water to every village, its outburst is
marching, and the waterlogging of the
Marasahi villagers is a slap in the face
to all those schemes. However, as promised in the video, it remains to be seen
when the water shortage will end.

FROM THE BLOCK TO THE STATE
LEVEL, 130,000 POSTS ARE VACANT
Bhubaneswar (Bureau): The postponement motion was hotly debated
today on the issue of exceeding the unemployment threshold in Odisha and
dropping the government's skills development fund.
Mohan Charan Majhi, Mukesh
Mahalinga and Santosh Singh Saluja,
who had proposed adjournment in the
matter, complained that the government
had failed to recruit the unemployed.
Unemployment is on the rise, rather
than on unemployment. There is no employment in government or private institutions. From the block to the state

level, there are 130,000 vacancies. This
position is not filled. Retired government employees, on the other hand, are
being paid less. "People are going to
pay for this unemployment." In the last
10 years, 22,060 people have been employed by the government. They complained that the skills development program had completely collapsed. Unemployment has now become an epidemic
after the coronation. Ruling party members Preeti Ranjan Ghadei, Ashwini
Patra, Latika Pradhan and Debesh
Acharya said the government was
working hard to eradicate unemploy-

ment in the state. Opposition groups
called for a boycott of the assembly.
The World Skills Development Center
has been set up to improve skills. Employment fairs are being held in various places. Minister of State for Home
Affairs Premananda Nayak said in a
statement that the state government was
continuing its efforts to establish the
Skills in Odisha, declared by the Chief
Minister, in the world court. Forty skills
development centers have been set up
in different districts. Young people have
been trained in a variety of fields.
Model career centers have been set up

in Sambalpur, Cuttack, Rourkela,
Dhenkanal, Berhampur, Kendujhar and
Koraput with the help of the central
government. So far, 24 job fairs have
been organized in the state. As a result,
135,456 young people have been employed in various institutions. The
Chief Minister's Employment Generation Program includes 11 departments.
More than 1.8 million young people
have been trained. The target is to provide skills training to 1.51 million
young people over the next five years.
Following the minister's response, the
adjournment motion was rejected.

THE HOUSING SCHEME HAS BECOME A DREAM
Korai (Bureau): The government
has various welfare schemes for the betterment of vulnerable families. No one
is trying to be in the bathroom. But for
many years, 10 landless poor families
of Nimigadia Dassahi, who live in
Barunei Panchayat Ward No. 4 under
the Korai block, still have to live in
mud-brick walled mud houses. The
government's public interest schemes,
the representation of various welfare
grants, the exercise of fundamental
rights, and the efforts of those representing them in the Legislative Assembly seem to have failed here. Vote card
and Aadhar card certificates are available here. The rations on the ration card

and the other side of the world support
the oil industry. While the space mission is inaccessible, the Prime Minister's Housing Scheme has become a

dream come true. Although men and
women have been living in government
places, it has been a dream comes true
for them to get a lease on the land. The

Korai block administration has repeatedly failed to reach out to the authorities to address the issue. While there
is no evidence of a place to live, many
government benefits are being missed.
Nimigadia Dassahi's Barjudas,
Karthik Das, Gedu Das, Ganesh Das,
Kali Das, Kamala Das, Chumki Das
Kalpana Das, Babuli Das, Shesh Dev
Das, Sujay Das, Udia Das, Dhumanda
Das, Jhunu Patra Baban Chandra
Mallick, a resident of Sahir, has demanded that the district administration
call and the legislature pay attention
to the provision of leases to the major
families through the Jaga Mission
Yojana.
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GDP WILL FALL BY 2% IF THE
ECONOMY IS CLOSED: REPORT

New Delhi: The recovery of
the Indian economy, which has
been weakened by the effects of
the deadly epidemic, has been
slow. Slow growth line. Corona's
livelihood is at stake. As a result, with the low demand in the
market and the downward trend
in demand in the market, the second wave of Covid-19 could be
implemented again at the national level, which could reduce
the country's gross domestic
product (GDP) by 2 percent.
U.S. brokerage firm Bofa Securities predicted this on Tuesday.
Bofa security analysts say the
number of infections has quadrupled to 1.03 lakh. In response,
the state government has now
placed a lockdown at the local
level. If the lockdown is announced at the national level, it
will be the "last resort." This can

have a profound effect on the
growth process. The recovery in
the financial system is now light,
the report said. According to the
report, "the increased cases of
Covid-19 have raised concerns
about the slowdown in the
economy." It is estimated that if
Lockdown is implemented nationwide, there will be a 1 to 2
percent reduction in annual GDP.
As a result, the risk to the treasury will increase. The country
had a lockdown in the last financial year due to a COVID-19 infection. As a result, GDP has
fallen by more than 7 percent
with negatives. However, due to
the pace of improvement, according to experts, the gross domestic product is expected to be more
than 10 percent by 2021-22. But
reports from People say that's just
what's happening.

PRIVATIZATION: RED FORT IN LEASE,
Up to 100 famous historic
buildings, including the Taj Mahal
and the Lodhi Garden.
New Delhi: The Center-led
Narendra Modi government has
set a target of collecting at least
Rs 25,000 crore by leasing sports
stadiums, national enterprises and
historic buildings. He is finalizing
the plan. The Ministry of Sports,
Culture and Environment has
made all the preparations to lease
the national property for a long
time. According to a report by Punjab Keshari Inn, the government
has decided to lease famous tourist destinations. The goal is to reduce the cost of maintenance.
According to sources, there are
about 100 historic buildings in the
country, including the Taj Mahal,
Kangda Mahal, and the Buddhist
Kaneri Cave in Mumbai. Delhi's
historic Lalkila Birasat Apnaaye
scheme is leased. The government
has given it to a cement company
for five years. Of this, Rs 25 crore
has been recovered.

The Delhi Municipal Committee, which is under the Union
Home Ministry, is also considering leasing out the Lodhi Garden.
Various international companies,
sports and event management
companies have expressed interest in leasing it. For this, the government has decided to lease
other sports stadiums and complexes.
Indira Gandhi Sports Complex, Major Dhyanchand National
Stadium, Drs. The Shyamprasad
Mukherjee Swimming Pool Complex, Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium
is at the top of the government list.
Most of these stadiums are vacant
throughout the year. It also has to
be monitored.
According to the Ministry of
Sports, the Sports Complex is not
fully operational. This has become
a burden on the government’s
treasury. The private company will
lease it and use it. All of this will
be leased for 30 years, the ministry said.

WATER DEPRIVED ARE 300 FAMILIES
Korai (Bureau): Water is life.
Water deprived, Jalmunde is the
4 Sahi of Alda-Jaleswarpur village. The population will be
more than a thousand. Not one
or two; Five tube wells have
become obsolete. The water is
torture to survive at night. Men
and women in the village line
up to collect drinking water. Authorities opposed the protest
with all available police forces,
special services and the army.
"The Department of Drinking
Water has not resolved. Even the
village's young and old are involved in the floodwaters. AldaJaleswarpur village is located in
the middle of the hilly or Korai
block. The village is the largest

village in the Dhaneshwar
panchayat. The 3 wards have 4
sahis including Brahman Sahi,
Adivasi Sahi, Harijan Sahi,
Jalsarpur, Alada Sahi, Jhiya
Sahi, Sahupada. The village,
which has a population of more
than a thousand, has four tube
wells. Of these, five tube wells
in the middle of the school, five
tube wells in the middle of the
Basulei temple tube well, a
Brahmin government tube
well and a Jaleswarpur tube
well have become unusable.
Although four other tube
wells were in operation, the
water level was low, resulting
in low water levels. Sahi residents have informed the local

sarpanch, block administration
and departmental engineers to
activate the out-of-date tube
wells and dig deeper downhill
wells. However, villagers
complained that the administration and the drinking water
department had not taken any
action. In addition, the district
commissioner and local legislators have been asked to provide water to the pipelines by
activating the stagnant wells,
increasing the fall of the active tube wells and installing
four more new tube wells as
required, as well as installing
overhead tanks of the government’s own water supply and
basudha scheme.

DHARAMPUR VILLAGE ALCOHOL-FREE,
WRITTEN PROMISE WAS RECEIVED
Devgarh
(Bureau):
Dharampur village without alcohol. The Department of Corrections bowed its head in
front of the villagers. The department has promised in writing that no liquor will be sold
in the village. Dharampur villagers in the Riyamal block of
Devgarh district have been

cracking down on illegal liquor trade. Villagers were outraged by the rising wine trade.
He warned the movement in a
letter to the chief minister to
stop selling alcohol. An important meeting was held on Sunday under the supervision of
village president Bakuli Sahu
and editor Srivastava Seth.

Riamal police chief Gopbandhu
Behera and Abkari officer
Siddheshwar Nayak were
present at the meeting. As per
the decision of the meeting,
those who had been selling liquor in the village promised in
writing that they would no
longer sell wine. The movement has since been suspended.
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NOW PEASANT MOVEMENT
There are now movements in the country and the state to save the
existence, the identity and the future. Those who work hard to provide
food, clothing, shelter and roads to the country are now taking to the
streets because their rights are being threatened. For those who do not
have access to social and economic development, they are more than
70 percent of the population. These large numbers of citizens are being ignored and the ruling party and the call are giving more importance to their own interests than the interests of the country. Leaders,
administrators are seen as corrupt, corrupt. With the advent of capitalism, more and more criminals are entering politics.
Few people are being bullied without the allocation of local capital. Politics is centered on race, language, regionalism, and religion.
Freedom of thought, expression, faith, piety, and worship. Not every
citizen has the same rights as he or she does. The socio-economic gap
between the rich and the poor is widening. The question is who is
being harassed by whom. The answer is by influential people in power.
"It simply came to our notice then. Politicians, contractors, and bureaucrats in particular are doing things that are hampering the provision of basic services to a large number of people. Reforms in government, anti-corruption, employment, anti-violence laws, etc. are the responsibility of the government. But there are people in government
who have criminal backgrounds. As a result, the government's reform
and anti-corruption efforts have hampered employment. A handful of
the country's richest people are embezzling funds. On the other hand,
the number of landless and unemployed is on the rise. Democracy is
inaccessible to a large number of citizens in the country because of the
lack of transparency, efficiency, and accountability in governance.
Looking at the peasant movement that has been going on in the
country for the past four months, it is clear that the government has
been trying to undermine democracy and the party. The farmers' movement, which has been going on for more than six months, is a democratic movement against three agricultural laws against agriculture and
farmers. But trying to suppress the movement must have created a
hostile situation for India, the world's largest democracy. The government thought the farmers' movement would be limited to Punjab. But
after Haryana's western Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan has become a nationwide movement. Today, the movement must be distinguished from
the present and the future and from the past. "It simply came to our
notice then. Has attracted the attention of the United Nations. Today’s
peasant movement is known as the longest and most organized movement. In the recent past, we have seen the JP movement (18-7), the
movement against and in support of the Mandal Commission (198071) and the Ram Janmabhoomi movement (1980-42), the Anna movement (2012-13) and the above 7 movements must have been different
from the current peasant movement. . The JP movement was in a state
of emergency after corruption. The Mandal movement was opposed
and supported by the implementation of the Backward Class Reservation Recommendation. The Ram Janmabhoomi movement was completely different. It was based on faith. The Anna movement was mainly
anti-corruption. These movements did not last long or spread. Rather,
violence was seen. But the peasant movement that is going on today is
going on in a systematic, peaceful and beautifully organized manner.
Forty farmers' organizations have joined the movement to prove the
maturity of their leadership. Yet the government is not reviewing the
reality of the movement, but trying to suppress the movement by suppressing it. The government should keep in mind that under a democratic system, an elected government will be dissolved if it backs down
on the protection of democracy and on the provision of democracy to
the citizens or as a weapon of repression. "It simply came to our notice
then. The government should be vigilant in this regard and not try to
undermine the democratic movement, but rather fulfill its constitutional responsibility to give democratic rights. Because it is time to
understand the meaning and reality of democratic rights and the peasant movement.
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PRIVATIZATION ALIAS MONOPOLY
When capitalism collapses in
wake of labour law rethe wake of the crisis, he uses
forms. On the agricultural
the state-of-the-art system to lift
system of our country, on
the burden of the crisis on the
the farmers, on the agribacks of all producers and concultural field. More corsumers in the country. To simporate capital will fall into
plify the process, he uses the systhe hands of contract capitem's eyelids and cut bamboo actalized agriculture under
cordingly. He describes the dethe direct supervision of
velopment of an integral part of
much more corporate
the nation in a different way.
capital than negligent
The main goal of capitalism
farming. Under the curis to make the most of profit, the Biswonath Mahapatra rent harmful agricultural
main means of which are to
system, the state-sponplunder the national resources and exploit
sored contract farming policy will result in
the labour force. To implement this procthe loss of working class corporations, such
ess, India's monopoly class has found its
as Kerandi Dandikiri, as a labour afternoon
allies in the central seat of state power af- excluding farmers from the nation's list
ter so many years of independence. So he
of farmers or drowning. The nation will be
doesn’t want to miss out on the opportuwithout farmers. That beautiful, trustwornity.
thy image of the peasantry will be erased
Proponents of her case have been workby the masses.
ing to make the actual transcript of this
The farmer needs a market to sell his
statement available online. The essence of
leftover grain. Therefore, in the welfare
their philosophy is to promote the privatistate, there is a government system that prozation of national resources. In the same
vides farmers with a favourable price for
way, he credits evolutionary monotheism
their crops. It has been the responsibility
as a qualitative alternative to a democratic
of the government to declare the minimum
system. They have come to grasp the imsupport price for the crop and to open govportance of political polarization for ecoernment shopping centres. The Modi govnomic sovereignty as a class. Therefore,
ernment has enacted a law to privatize the
India's biggest capitalists, such as Ambani
temple. The scandal of the private capital,
and Adani, have opened their hands to inwhich is organized by mobile traders due
vest in strengthening his loyal friend
to the disruption of the government marNarendra Modi and his political infrastrucket. The government, in turn, has stepped
ture. What else could the Modi government
up its efforts to address the issue. Farmers'
have done in the interest of these allies and
deficient sales stars are a hallmark of a capitalist state. What is the solution to handing
capitalists if they had won power by a maover the system to private corporate capijority?
tal without addressing it? Headache treatThe word dehumanization seems softer,
ment? How could the Modi government
more generous, and more populist than
think that farmers could sell crops to a flatmonotheistic. Feels more positive about
ter trader at a higher price than a governpersonal upliftment. Personalization has a
ment market? Will the basic capacity of the
sweet effect on social development through
farmer be increased? Did the farmer have
personal development. The responsibility
the right to sell his crop independently and
of the majority is not the responsibility of
sell it outside the village, outside the state
anyone. Proponents of her case have been
or abroad, or did he give permission to local
working to make the actual transcript of
and foreign traders to reach the farmers'
this statement available online. The goal
fields directly? To buy in advance from the
of the capitalist class is to seize control of
time of sowing? Individualization of such
the state-owned enterprises by deliberately
Modi-discovered privatization treatments.
weakening the state-owned enterprises by
"It simply came to our notice then. By
asserting their dominance over the state.
weakening the farmers and workers of our
This class is not just about grazing the
country, Modi is embarking on a journey
homeland today. The scourge of their exof a corporate-dominated India. For this,
ploitation has now become international
he has taken the path of consolidating his
and global, penetrating the entire earth, the
seat by playing communal polarization by
underground and the new world. The capiplaying religious Hindu cards. The Modi
talist exploiting regime is tactically buildgovernment is chanting the seeds of hatred,
ing a consensus among itself to suppress
divisions and Usukani in India, a sub-conwhere protests or resistance are rising.
tinent of multi-ethnic, multi-religious,
They use deceptive nationalism and relimulti-lingual, multi-ethnic, sub-continent
gious extremism to divert public attention.
of peaceful coexistence. Modi has forgotThat's exactly what Nazi leader Hitler did.
ten that he has won Delhi by winning the
Narendra Modi, the patron of corporate
popular vote. The long-running agitation of
capital, is following that stone in India.
the peasants is probably part of the Modi
Narendra Modi has attacked after trying
government.
to disarm the country's working class in the
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ONE MILLION EUROS BRIBE IN RAPHAEL DEAL

NARASIMHA'S CONCERN IN THE
ASSEMBLY IS TO BRING ABOUT A
RESOLUTION ON AGRICULTURAL LAW

The controversy has resurfaced even
after the CAG and the Supreme Court
gave a clean chit to the Modi government
over the Raphael scandal, and the role
of the government is in doubt.
A French manufacturer, Raphael, has
reportedly paid • 1 million to the Indian
media for the sale of the aircraft.
According to an investigation by the
country's anti-corruption agency, the
company has dealt with the bribe after
an agreement between India and France
for the Rafale aircraft worth Rs 57,000
crore in 2017. Dassault, on the other
hand, has cleared the deal to build 50
copies of the Raphael aircraft.
Dassault Aviation told AFA that the
model was built by an Indian company.
Each model is priced at 20,000 euros
(around Rs 16 lakh). Dassault could not

provide any evidence of when or how
the model was used. According to
MediaPart, the model in question was
handed over to India's Defense Solution.
Defiance Solution works as a Dassault
Aviation sub-contractor company in
India. Defensive Solution is run by Susan
Gupta. The government has been
attacked by the Congress party after
reports of bribery surfaced. Congress
spokesperson Randeep Surjewala has
demanded that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi clarify the matter.
However, Union Minister Rabishkar
Prasad said such a demand by the
Congress was completely baseless.
It is unknown at this time what he
will do after leaving the post. However,
the company has cleared 50 per cent
of the total amount of • 1,014,650 for

a 50-dollar model from Raphael's,
which costs slightly more than •
20,000. Even Dassault Gupta, the head
of the Indian company Defecs
Solutions, showed the receipt that it
had been accepted by Dassault
authorities. However, the paper
company that did not agree to build
such a statue of Raphael did not submit
a satisfactory answer as to why that
cost was mentioned in the ‘gift to the
customer’ category. It is alleged that
the ambassador provided the
information to Hussein.
The CBI and the Directorate of
Enforcement are continuing to crossexamine Sussex Gupta of Defiance
Solution4 on charges of involvement in
bribery deals in the Augusta Westland 4
helicopter purchase

Bhubaneswar (Bureau): The Congress has demanded
the acceptance of a proposal by Congress legislator
Narasimha Mishra not to implement the three agricultural laws enacted by the central government in Odisha.
It is alleged that the ambassador provided the information to Hussein. In the Assembly, Narasimha Mishra said
he had made a proposal in this regard. Let it be discussed
and the resolution taken at home. Some states have not
implemented the law of the central government. So let's
talk about it. But Bachchupati was shouted at by the
Congress for not giving any specific ruling on it. However, members of the Congress party did not agree.
Bachchupati said a meeting of the Business Advisory
Committee would be held tomorrow and a decision
would be taken in this regard.
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of Covid-19 is expected to
trigger a lockdown again.
However, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has avoided
the full lockdown. With a
lockdown, the gross domestic
product (GDP) could be
reduced by two percent. The
number of infections is
increasing. As a result, some
states at the local level have
declared lockdowns. This can
have a profound effect on the
growth process. The daily
report of the infection has
once again posed a threat to
the economy. Migrant workers
have not returned to a state
like Odisha. According to the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF), India's debt-to-GDP
ratio has risen from 74 percent
to 90 percent during the covid-

19 epidemic. Not only
economists
but
also
sociologists have expressed
concern about such a situation.
If you turn a blind eye to the
poor line from the goal line, the
government should not make a
mistake by implementing a
lockdown again. Because it
will take away livelihoods, it
will further increase the
number of people living below
the poverty line. The
government should ensure that
testing, testing and treatment
are conducted to control
infection. "After a year of
drawing the line, not only has
the central and state economies
been hit hard, but the poverty
rate has risen sharply." The
number of hungry and
unemployed has broken the
record of the last 50 years.

THE ABUNDANT...

been investing in mineral
resources for many years. Two
times, MLA Mohan Charan Majhi
sought a reply from the district
commissioner in a letter to the
district commissioner on the
development work in the district
and blocks, but he did not
respond. It is alleged that the
ambassador provided the
information to Hussein in a bid to
save his life. Indigenous people in
the district have been deprived of
education, health and other forms
of disability since childhood.
Malnutrition without food also
lags behind the Nagda incident,
not to mention the mining area
pairs. The locals are in the dust.
National Highway 20, the
district's lifeline, has died today.
The policy is rolling head to head.
Mohan Majhi also raised the issue
of the seizure of tens of thousands
of trawlers by the district, state
and out-of-state vehicles, while

there was no such rule for Varian
traffic. Minister of Mines Prafulla
Kumar Mallick went on to answer
that he had given all the false
information. However, the
Kendujhar mine, which is
considered to be the state's rice
market, has today made the district
more prosperous rather than
stronger. The state government,
which has been providing
uninterrupted services for 20
years, is seen to be disillusioned
with Kendujhar. The district is in
a state of disarray. The
dissatisfaction is compounded after
Mittal's mega steel plant in
Kendujhar, Kendujhar, moved to
Kendrapara in the past. "It simply
came to our notice then. The district,
which is home to many of the state's
leading ministers' ministers, has
been plagued by grassroots protests.
The fact that there is no such thing
as even a small amount of treatment
here is a daily occurrence that many
people would rather die without

treatment. The government has
been seen to be sitting in the AC
room, ignoring everything and
implementing the plan, while the
government has always been trying
to make a name for itself by
showing some sponsored
programs on Twitter's handle.
However, at the grassroots level,
there is a lack of transparency in
the implementation of any
government plan. This is
evidenced by the fact that the
performance of the Kendujhar
district in the construction sector
under the Prime Minister's Housing
Scheme has been the lowest in the
state for the past five years. It is
alleged that the ambassador
provided the information to the
district commissioner. Many
villages are still without basic
amenities such as education, health
care, roads and drinking water, and
the silence of the district's public
representatives has made it even
more difficult.

claims between 2015-16 and
2017-20, of which 11,002
were rejected by the
company.
Cholnamarnam
MSS7
received 116 claims, of which the
company dismissed 292. The
futures general received 5,609
claims, of which the company
rejected 431 claims.
IFFCO filed 30,753 claims, of
which they paid all.
The state-owned insurance
company Oriental received a
maximum of 50.18 lakh crop
insurance claims, of which the
company rejected nearly one lakh
claims and paid the rest.
The other two government
insurance
companies,
National and New India,

received 36,704 and 14,803
claims, respectively, of which
National rejected 5,551
claims and New India repaid
all claims.
Union
Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar, in a written reply to
P a r l i a m e n t i n F e b r u a r y,
insisted that insurance
companies could refuse
claims on various grounds,
such as late claims, at no cost.
Farmers, on the other
hand, say companies are
overly technical and refuse to
pay them the required
compensation.
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Private companies...

of the 7,555 claims filed by
farmers in the state during the
2017 season.
Reliance Kharif rejected
18,713 of the 20,436 claims filed
by farmers in Maharashtra in
2017.
In Haryana this season,
Haryana rejected 27 of its claims.
ICICI Lombard:
According to official
statistics, ICICI Lombard, the
largest insurance company, has
rejected 41,74 of the 13,224
crop insurance claims of farmers
between 2017-18 and 2019-20.
This means that ICICI has
rejected more than 57 percent
of farmers' claims.
For example, the company

Kharif rejected 15 of the 165
claims filed by farmers in
Madhya Pradesh during the
2017 season. A year later, in the
kharif 2018 season, farmers in
the state filed a total of 6,311
claims, but the company rejected
11,839 claims. Kharif filed a
lawsuit in Madhya Pradesh in
the 2014 season, but the
company rejected 75 of them.
In Kharif, the company filed
12,204 crop insurance claims in
Haryana in 2016, but ICICI
Lombard rejected 10,225 of
them.
Tata AIG:
The same is true of the
insurance company Tata AIG in
the case of refusal of farmers
’crop insurance claims.

Tata AIG has rejected 35,102
farmers' claims between 201718 and 2019-20. In the three
years since, the company has
received 37.7 claims. Thus, Tata
has rejected more than 90
percent of crop insurance
claims.
According to the documents
received, the company rejected
a maximum of 10,034 out of
11,451 claims filed in Rajasthan
in the 2017 Rabi season.
In 2014, the company
rejected 5,622 of the 7,455
claims made by farmers in Uttar
Pradesh.
Other companies:
In the case of other
insurance companies, Bharati
Axa received a total of 27,24
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ATTACK ON FOOD SECURITY IN THE NAME OF FCI
Valchandra Sadangi

On April 5, farmers
celebrated the nationwide
"FCI Survival Day". The All
India Forum of Farmers'
Unions, the "United United
Front", has called for the
protests of hundreds of
farmers in front of offices and
warehouses of the Food
Corporation of India in various
parts of the country. Farmers
are worried about the future of
the FCI as the central
government's
three
agricultural laws are being
passed, and government
mandis and food grains in the
country are coming to a halt.
"Even before the enactment of
the agricultural law, the
government's policy of
distributing food grains abroad
was intended to weaken the
FCI," they said.
The Food Corporation of
India (FCCI) was established
in 19 to ensure the food
security of millions of poor

and hungry people in the
country, to stabilize the price
of food grains in the market in
times of food crisis and to help
farmers who are exploited
during the sale of crops. For the
past 59 years, the organization
has been playing a key role in
buying food directly from
farmers and providing cheap
food to millions of hungry
people across the country
through a common distribution
system. But even though it has
played such an important role
for the country, the current
central government has been
seen trying to weaken it and
keep it in the hands of private
companies.
The government claimed
that the FCCI had to spend Rs
36 and Rs 28 per kg of rice and
wheat, respectively, on the
storage of food grains in
warehouses. In addition, the
debt burden on the FGCI has
been steadily rising. But what

is the reality of this government
claim? When the Modi
government came to power, the
FCI's debt stood at only Rs
41,601 crore, while today it is
the Khod government that is
responsible for increasing it to
Rs 3.91 lakh crore. This is
because the government has
consistently reduced its annual
budget subsidy for food
subsidies over the past few
years and forced the FCI to
borrow to cover its expenses.
This year, the government has
allocated about Rs 1.15 lakh
crore in food subsidies in the
budget, which is only a small
part of the expenditure
required in this regard. In
addition, the government has
not invested in the expansion
and modernization of the FCI
for the past few years. Instead
of building new warehouses in
view of the growing demand,
the rent of warehouses built by
private companies like Adani

has increased.
The new Mandi Act, under
the three agricultural laws,
allows for the purchase and
sale of private companies at
no-subsidy rates (MHSS)
outside the government
mandis, while the amended
Essentials Act - 2020, the
government allows private
traders and corporates to
stockpile food in warehouses.
The first would be to demolish
government mandis, opening
private mandis in Tari, and
ending
government
procurement of food grains and
the minimum support price
system. The government will
no longer have a role to play
in the supply of food grains in
the country. The law only
allows private companies to
store, process, and sell food in
warehouses and cold stores.
The central government is
going to end the current food
system that provides food

grains to the poor of the
country and provide direct
cash subsidy (DBT) to the
beneficiaries' bank accounts in
Tari. The scheme has been
piloted in some states and
union territories, such as
Pondicherry, Chandigarh and
Jharkhand. It is a pity that the
government wants to
implement it across the
country, even though the
experience there is proving
bitter. Such a plan is going to
be suicidal for the food
security of the general public
of the country. So the cash
subsidy system is not new to
us at all. We have seen this in
the case of cooking gas before.
In the country, when the price
of cooking gas was Rs 350 per
cylinder, the government first
deposited Rs 220 per subsidy
into our account. Over the past
five years, the price of a
cylinder has been steadily
rising to around Rs 750 per
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cylinder, while the cash subsidy has been
gradually reduced to Rs 12 crore.
Therefore, there is no doubt that the cash
subsidy scheme is a well-planned process to
completely eliminate subsidies in the coming
days. In doing so, the government wants to end
its spending on food and put the country’s food
grain market in the hands of companies. Wealthy
countries like the United States, through the
World Trade Organization, have been pressuring
our country to do so in the interests of
multinational companies such as Cargill,
Mansanto, the world’s largest food grain trader.
The companies believe that the government is
collecting food from farmers at a higher price and
distributing it to the general public at discounted
rates. That is why the Central Government has
signed an agreement with the World Trade
Organization to dismantle both the MSCP system
and the general distribution system. It is in this
context that the government has come up with
three agricultural laws to break both the
collection and distribution system of both grains
and leave it in the hands of the company. Attacks
on the FCCI are also part of the plan. Conspiracies
are underway to sell the FCI to private companies
such as Adani and Reliance, weakening and
paralyzing the FCI in the face of losses and debt.
The government has its say in food security
"The country is now producing enough grain
to cope with the crisis and there is no food crisis,"
he said. "The country now needs 420 lakh tonnes
of food grains annually, and we are doubling its
production," he said. There is no guarantee that
food production will increase if it is made
available to the public. According to the
government's food security plan, there are 71.35
crore beneficiaries in the country, who are
provided with only five kilograms of rice or wheat
per month. In its report, the Khod government’s
ICMAR says that 17.8 kg of food grains are
essential per month for a healthy person, while
the government provides only 5 kg per month.
Even if this amount is insufficient for a person’s
food security, it still plays an important role in
the food security of millions of poor people.
Contrary to the government's claim that there
is no food crisis in the country, about 35% of the
population is half-fed and malnourished. We are
ranked 7th out of 104 countries in the world in
terms of annual hunger. Under such
circumstances, if the government stops supplying
food grains to people at a discounted rate, people
will be forced to buy food grains from the market.
When everyone is in the market for food grains,
their prices will be inaccessible to the general
public. Under such circumstances, millions of
people in the country will be forced to starve,
and a new phase of starvation will begin, and only
large companies that buy and sell food grains will
benefit from it.
It is imperative that the FCI be in the interest
of farmers and consumers of food grains in the
country. Therefore, the government must refrain
from trying to weaken and sell the FCCI and take
firm steps to strengthen it.
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PRIVATE COMPANIES ARE AMONG THE SONGS OF THE CROP INSURANCE SCHEME

IF REJECTED, 75 PERCENT OF THE CLAIMS
Prime Minister Narendra Modi lauded the Crop
Insurance Scheme in 13 Bakuri and praised the five-yearold scheme in the wake of the nationwide agitation against
the new agricultural law, calling his government a farmerbeneficiary.
He asserted in a tweet that the plan had saved millions
from the ravages of nature and benefited millions of
farmers. Responding to a letter from a farmer named
Seimananda Pandey of Nainital, Modi said, "The
transparent process of eliminating crop damage claims
under the crop insurance scheme shows his efforts for the
welfare of the farmers."
Yet official (official) documents show that the number
of farmers rejecting crop insurance claims has increased
ninefold. More than 75 percent of these claims were made
by private companies.
According to the data, the insurance company HDFC
Agro has rejected at least 7 per cent of the claims made
by Tata AG farmers, while Reliance General has rejected
more than 41 per cent of Universal Sompo's claims of
more than 42 per cent.
The information came from documents obtained under
the Right to Information (RTI) Act by the news agency
D'Wire.
Under the provisions of the Prime Minister's Crop
Insurance Scheme, farmers do not need to claim damages
for natural disasters such as droughts and floods, which
are widely affected, as their estimates are based on reduced
production.
However, if the crop damage is not widespread, there
is a different process to claim. This type of damage is
caused by local hailstorms, landslides, cloud cracks or
natural fires.
In such a case, the farmer has to inform the relevant
insurance company, state government or financial
institution. A joint committee of representatives of the state
government and the insurance company estimates the
damage.
But data show that a large number of such claims have
been rejected by insurance companies.
According to documents from the Ministry of
Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare, at least 13.03 lakh
claims have been rejected by farmers over the short-term
crop losses between 2017-18 and 2019-20. During this
period, farmers filed a total of Rs 102 crore in claims
against insurance companies.
Of these, 22.56 lakh claims were filed with private
companies. 6.7 lakh claims were rejected. Thus, private
companies rejected the demands of 73.45 farmers.
Farmers, on the other hand, filed 57.53 lakh claims
against government insurance companies, of which 3.18
lakh were rejected.
According to the documents, a total of 25.35 lakh
claims were filed in the SBI General4 (which has a 90 per
cent stake in State Bank of India), a joint venture company,
and the company paid all of them.
Overall, 42.7 claims of farmers were rejected in 201718, 2,07,72 claims in 2017-18 and 6,24,80 claims in fiscal
year 2019-20. The process of counting crop insurance
claims for 2020-21 is underway, the ministry said.
According to statistics, Rajasthan has the highest
number of farmers' crop insurance claims for short-term
losses, while insurance companies have rejected a total
of 3,6,018 claims between 2017-18 and 2019-20. Of these,
36,4 were rejected in 2019-20.
Gujarat ranks second in this case. In 2017-18 and

2019-20, the insurance companies rejected 24,36 claims
of farmers, of which 26.8 claims were made only in 201920. According to records, no such crop insurance claim
was rejected in the state in 2017-18.
In third place is Haryana, where in the last three years,
companies have rejected 14,45 claims. Of these, 22,951
claims were made in 2016-17, 43,590 claims in 2016-17
and 60,606 insurance claims in 2019-20.
In Uttar Pradesh, a total of 135,512 farmers' claims were
rejected between 2016-17 and 2019-20. Of these, 1,09,635
claims were rejected by the insurance company in 201920 alone.
In the three years, a total of 40,36 claims were rejected
in Maharashtra, 21,354 claims in Andhra Pradesh, 24,18
claims in Chhattisgarh, 15,173 claims in West Bengal and
6,430 claims in Telangana.
Number of insurance companies:
A total of 18 insurance companies operate under the
Prime Minister's Crop Insurance Scheme. Five of them are
government, 12 private and one venture capital company.
Government companies include Agricultural Insurance
Company (AIC), United India India, National Insurance
Company, Oriental9 Insurance Company and New India
Insurance.
Domestic companies include IICI Longbird, Bajaj
Alliance, Bharati Xa, Cholamandalam MSSU Purchase
General, HDF4C Agro, Tata AIG, Reliance General and
others.
Farmers and agricultural workers allege that these
companies are collecting high premiums, but do not
compensate for crop losses.
If there is a case of rejection of claims made by farmers
and private companies are well ahead of it.
HDFC Agro:
According to documents from the Ministry of
Agriculture, at least 3,4,503 claims were received by
farmers under the crop insurance scheme HDFC Agro
between 2017-18 and 2019-20. Of these, the company
rejected 3,37,07 claims.
The records provided by the Ministry of Agriculture
do not indicate that in 2017 During the 20th Rabi season,
the company rejected 14,732 farmers' claims, including the
number of claims filed against the company. So even if it
counts, the company has rejected at least 7 percent of the
farmers' claims.
It is the HDFC that has the highest number of claims
against all insurance companies.
In Madhya Pradesh, farmers had filed 3,256 crop
insurance claims for the 2017 kharif season, but the
company rejected 2,245 of them. Thus, in the Rabi season
of 2017-18, the farmers of the state filed 6,43 claims, but
the company rejected 6,418 of these claims.
In the 2017 kharif season, Andhra Pradesh farmers filed
a total of 22,537 insurance claims, of which 14,181 were
rejected by HDFC Agro.
In Rajasthan, a total of 6,428 crop insurance claims
were filed for the 2018 rabi season, and the insurance
company rejected 90,165 claims.
According to the data, farmers in Rajasthan claimed
2,54,58 crop insurance for their crop losses for the 201920 Rabi season, and HDFFC Ego rejected 2,31,4 of them.
Universal Shampoo:
Most recently, the HDPC, the Universal Songpo
company, rejected 2,24,605 farmers' claims. A total of
3,17,432 crop insurance claims were received between
2017-18 and 2019-20. The company has denied more than

72 percent of the claims.
According to the document, Haryana farmers filed
35,575 claims during the 2017 kharif season, but
Universal Sampo rejected 21,114 of them. In Kharif,
farmers in Gujarat filed 1,60,60 claims for the 2017 kharif
season, while the insurance company denied 117,715
claims.
In the 2019-20 season, farmers in Uttar Pradesh filed
6,38 claims, of which 6,715 were rejected by the company.
AIC:
AIC, the state-owned insurance company, ranks third
in terms of farmers' claims for crop insurance. Between
2017-18 and 2019-20, the company rejected a total of
2,07,282 claims, with farmers claiming 5,57,04 claims
against the company over the past three years.
Gujarat has rejected a maximum of 4,050 crop
insurance claims during the AIC kharif season. This
season, farmers filed 6,230 claims; This means that the
company has so far accepted only 40 claims and Rs.
Eighty-one percent rejected the claim.
Thus, the government insurance company AIC Rabi
rejected the Haryana farmers' claims claim of 54.9 crore
in the 2019-20 season. At the time, the company had filed
a total of 43,520 claims.
Of the 15,518 farmers in Chhattisgarh, 14,360 were
dismissed this season.
Kharif, a farmer from Telangana, filed 5,000 claims
in 2017 and the company rejected all claims.
This season, AIC Insurance Company in Rajasthan
rejected 6.8 of the 14,521 claims.
During the kharif 2018 season, 6,079 out of 10,079
demands of Haryana farmers were rejected by the
company.
Bajaj Alliance:
According to official documents, the insurance
company Bajaj Alliance has rejected 1.8 lakh crop
insurance claims from farmers between 2017-18 and
2019-20. During this period, the company received a total
of 6.20 lakh claims.
Bajaj4 Alliance Kharif rejected the highest number
of claims in Rajasthan in the 2017 season. A total of 7,43
claims were filed by farmers in the state.
This season, the company rejected 6,045 claims from
Maharashtra farmers, out of which a total of 6,07,724 claims
were filed.
Thus, in the Rabi 2019-20 season, Bajaj9 Company
rejected 22,280 crop insurance claims for farmers in
Haryana, out of which a total of 6,78 claims were filed.
This season, the company rejected 3,4 poetic claims
from farmers in Uttar Pradesh. 365 claims were filed.
Reliance General:
Anil Ambani's Reliance Company is not far behind in
rejecting farmers' crop insurance claims. The Reliance
General, which deals in insurance, has rejected 6,42 farmers'
claims between 2017-18 and 2019-20.
In the meantime, the company filed a total of 1,41,921
claims. Thus, Reliance General has rejected more than
81 percent of the farmers' claims.
The company rejected 4,025 of the highest number of
crop insurance claims in Gujarat in the 2017 Rabi season.
The company rejected 2,253 of the 2,543 claims filed
by farmers in Maharashtra in the 2019-20 season. In other
words, only 20 farmers accepted the compensation claim.
On Sunday, Rabi rejected 6,036 claims out of a total of

456 claims filed by farmers in West Bengal.
In addition, Kharif denied 6,233 ...
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